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Weather I. 

Weather is the condition of the atmosphere in terms of temperature, air pressure, 

moisture at a specific place and time. On the other hand, climate is a collection of 

weather conditions common for a larger geographic area throughout the year. 

The weather is dependent on the climate. There are tropical, mild, maritime, 

continental or polar climates. The weather close to the coast is often rainy, humid, 

with lots of showers. Water evaporates off the sea and forms clouds. When the 

clouds are blown over the land, they are forced to rise, they condense and it rains. 

There are often breezes, winds and storms. Further inland there are big differences in 

temperature between summer and winter, less precipitation and wind. 

It is very probable that the weather will change in a hundred year´s time owing to 

climate changes. It will probably be a lot hotter. Some scientists have predicted that 

Britain will have a climate like that of Southern France. The winters will be a lot 

milder and the summers will be much more overcast and maybe colder. Southern 

countries and countries near the sea will have problems. As the ice caps melts, sea 

levels will rise and cause floods. The high temperatures in these countries mean 

diseases will spread much more easily by the floodwaters. The climate change is 

happening but there is still a chance we can slow it down. Climate change happens 

naturally anyway, but we have probably accelerated it. 

VOCABULARY 

air pressure tlak vzduchu 

moisture vlhkost 

common for společný pro 

mild mírný 

maritime přímořský 

humid vlhký 

breeze vánek, větřík 

precipitation dešťové srážky 

owing to následkem něčeho 

overcast zataženo 



 

 
 

ice caps ledové vcholky 

floodwaters povodně 

acceleration zrychlení 

rise, rose, risen růst 

gale vichřice 

slippery kluzký 

melt tát 

drought sucho 

experience zkušenost 

bushfire požáry v buši 

skin cancer rakovina kůže 

pay attention dávat pozor 

changeable proměnlivý 

pouring with rain silný déšť 

drizzly sychravý 

occur objevit se 

avalanches laviny 

blizzard sněhová vánice 

foggy mlhavo 

damp vlhko 

misty mlhavo 

sleet plískanice 

overcast zataženo 

snowy padá sníh 

 

 

Zdroje: viz příloha 


